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The Umbra EP is the third Rantanen release on City
Wall this year and comes after the Symmetry EP (out
on 23rd May – click here for more info) which is
currently seeing promo support from Stroboscopic’s
Lucy and Elektrax’s DJ Warp. But Tuomas’s release
schedule doesn’t just stop at City Wall! No, no, he is
set to storm the shops with tracks out on Darkletvm
Records, We Call It Hard Records, Foot Fetish Records
and there is a remix of his “Mosaic” track on Gayle
San’s unreleased “Seriously Techno 3” compilation
series! On top of all that you can expect to hear more
from Tuomas on City Wall in 2011! So watch this space
and watch out for this guy’s name as his sound
spreads its cybernetic wings.
Umbra (Original Mix)
The solid clicky kick and “Tuomas” bass rumble provide the rock solid foundation for sparkly looped signatures. This
is all excellently combined with more “classic” sounding percussions and an array of synth stabs and SFX. Umbra is
the most dancefloor friendly here with the fastest tempo and some punchy mid-range action.

Dungeon Crawls (Original Mix)
It’s immediately obvious where the name comes from! The main metallic
percussion sound conjures the feeling of a nasty beastie crawling along the
dank stone floor of the darkest pit of hell! The time-stretched cry of agony is
reminiscent of some poor guy trying to escape the clutches of said beastie!

Spartan (Original Mix)
A slower tempo and more meditative feel. Deep, low tones swirl beneath the kick drums while the streaks of tonal
colour are drawn above. The seemingly impossibly fast repetitive congo roll adds to the hypnotic pressure whilst
Tuomas creates subtle low end variation in the second section using a slurred delay effect.
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